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ABSTRACT
The LDPC decoder complexity is largely influenced by
interconnect and storage requirements. Recent research
shows that Min-Sum decoding algorithm with
conditional correction achieves performance that of ideal
Sum of Products algorithm within 0.2 dB with 4 bits of
uniform quantization is applied on check node and bit
node messages. This paper presents a transformation for
the Min-Sum with conditional correction to achieve
efficient hardware implementation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes and Turbo
codes are among the best known near Shannon limit
codes that can achieve record-breaking performance for
low SNR applications [1,9]. When compared to the
decoding algorithm of Turbo codes, LDPC decoding
algorithm has more parallelization, low implementation
complexity, low decoding latency, as well as no errorfloors at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). LDPC
decoders require simpler computational processing.
While initial LDPC decoder designs suffered from
complex interconnect issues, structured LDPC codes
simplify the interconnect complexity. LDPC codes are
adopted/being adopted in next generation digital video
broadcasting (DVB-S2), MIMO-WLAN 802.11n,,
802.12, 802.20, Gigabit Ethernet 802.3, magnetic
channels(storage/recording
systems),and
long-haul
optical communication systems .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the Min-Sum algorithm and its variations.
Section 3 presents Algorithm transformation for
conditional
Min-Sum
suitable
for
hardware
implementation. Section 4 presents performance
comparison. Section 5 concludes with a summary.
2 MIN-SUM AND ITS VARIATIONS
LDPC codes can be decoded by the Gallager’s iterative
belief-propagation (BP) or sum of products algorithm
(SP) [1]. Min Sum decoding algorithm is an
approximation for Sum of Products algorithm to decode

LDPC codes and does not have the complexity
associated with non-linear functions used in BP[2].. The
recently proposed correction methods for Min Sum[3-6]
makes the Min-Sum approach a superior candidate for
decoding as these methods give the performance very
close to that of ideal sum of product algorithm. While
reduced complexity SP algorithms[7-9] are available,
they need higher precision of bits to avoid error floors
while Min Sum with conditional correction can operate
with just 4 bits[5].
We assume BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying)
modulation (a 1 is mapped to − 1 and a 0 is mapped to
− 1 ) over an AWGN (Additive White Gaussian
channel). The received values y n are Gaussian with
mean

x n = ±1 and variance σ 2 = N 0 / 2 .

The reliability messages used in BP based Min Sum
algorithm can be computed in two phases viz. check
node processing (1) and bit node processing (2) and this
is repeated iteratively till the decoding criterion is
satisfied.
The message passing equations for each iteration
given by
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is the intrinsic reliability metric of bit i .

Row[ j ][1,2,..., c ] gives the locations of bits connected
to the check node j
Col [i ][1,2,..., r ] gives the locations of checks connected

to the bit node i
Check node processing in (2) would overestimate the
reliability metric
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R j ,i and can be corrected by a scaling

factor λ which depends on the code parameters and the
iteration number [19]. This is referred as Normalized
Min-Sum:
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d c and yc are the parameters determined from

simulations and depend on the quantization word length
and code parameters [5]

Offset Min-Sum:

(

incoming messages for the i edge of check node

from the magnitude of

R (jt,i) in the following way:[19] This is referred as
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present a simple algorithm transformation method to
perform the conditional correction. The implementation
of the same algorithm but in a different transformation
form resulted in having additional comparator unit in
Check node processing unit(CNU)
There are two conditional correction methods,
“Correction A” and “Correction B” presented in [5].
Both conditional correction methods achieve the same
result and performance while the latter one is simpler of
the two. The conditional correction algorithm
”Correction B” presented in [5] is as follows with a
notation according to the one followed in this paper..
Let M ij denote the set of magnitude of extrinsic

(7)

The authors in [5] ,independent of work presented in [4],
proposed method same as in (7)-but they would apply
the correction factor conditionally. This method and the
above presented methods perform same when the
number of quantization bits is 5 or more. However, with
the conditional correction method, a four-bit uniform
quantizer and four-bit messages provide 0.2 dB
performance loss when compared to ideal Sum of
products algorithm. The unconditional correction
methods have 0.8 dB performance loss when compared
to ideal Sum of products algorithm. When number of
quantization bits are 5 or 6 , all the correction methods
perform within 0.1dB from the ideal sum of products
algorithm[5].
It should be noted that quantization parameters dictate
the decoder complexity of computational unit as well as
interconnects- we see 25% increase in hardware
complexity if the number of bits to represent the
messages is increased from 4 to 5.
However the conditional correction algorithm as
presented in [5] is not suitable for simple hardware
implementation and increases the complexity. So we

3. Algorithm Transformation for Min-Sum with
condition correction
We present an algorithm transformation such that step
(9) is transformed into a concurrent operation rather than
a post processing operation of the regular Min-Sum
algorithm. The key intuition behind this algorithm is to
transform a post processing operation of (9) into
concurrent operation of finding the 3rd minimum in the
set along with the already required set of the least and
2nd least minimums. If (9) is implemented in its original
form, it requires a maximum of c * 2c additional
comparisons for condition evaluations. The proposed
algorithm transformation needs only c maximum
number of additional comparisons to find the 3rd least
number in the set in case of a serial Check Node
Processor implementation. In case of a binary tree
implementation method, trace back with survivors
method [6] can find 3 minimums with some additional
complexity when compared to that of finding 2
minimums.
The following transformation of Min-Sum with
conditional correction needs to find the least 3 minimum
values of the set of all the bit node messages arriving at

the check node j Since now we need to find 3 minimum

3c − 1 comparisons in serial
search, or with at most c + log 2c − 2 comparisons

values, we need at most

with the help of a binary tree After finding 3 minimum
values, (2) will be evaluated using (14) and (9) will be
evaluated by finding 3 difference terms as in (15) and 3
more comparison operations as in (16).
Define
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Evaluate 3 difference terms as follows:

d12 = κ 1(jt ) − κ 2(jt )
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Evaluate 3 more conditions as follows:

ϑ12 = 1 , if d12 ≤ d c

= 0 , else
ϑ13 = 1 , if d13 ≤ d c
= 0 , else
ϑ23 = 1 , if d 23 ≤ d c
= 0 , else
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Now evaluate (9) in this manner
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Min-Sum
un conditional
offset correction

Min-Sum
–
Proposed Hardware
implementation for
conditional
offset correction

2c − 1
( c + log 2c − 2 )

3c − 1
( c + log 2c − 2 )

For finding the 2 of
minimums out of the
set

For finding the 3
minimums out of the
set

Number of
real
additions
for
correction

4

4

Number of
real
additions
for
condition
evaluations

0

6

Number of
real
additions
for signed
magnitude
to
2’s
complement

1 to 2 depending on
(5).

1 to 3 depending on
(5)

Maximum
Number of
unique
outputs

3

4

Performanc
e Loss with
4
bit
quantization
against
ideal BP[5]

0.8 dB

0.2 dB

Maximum
Number of
real
additions
Serial
Processing
(Parallel
Processing)
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c check node edge messages R (jt,i)
for a check node j and i ∈ Row[ j ][i ]
table for evaluating

(11a)

κ 2 _ index (jt ) = i, if κ 2(jt ) = Q
κ 3(jt ) =

4. Performance comparison
The complexity comparison is presented in the following

(17)

Table 1: Complexity Comparison for Implementation of
Min-Sum conditional and un-conditional correction
methods.

5. SUMMARY

This paper presents a low complexity algorithm transformation
for the LDPC decoding using Min-Sum with conditional
correction. This would facilitate the low complexity hardware
implementation in terms of Check node processor
implementation. The implementation of this conditional MinSum algorithm would reduce total decoder complexity upto
25% as only 4 bits of uniformly quantized message
computation and passing is needed to achieve with in 0.2 dB
performance loss when compared to ideal Sum of products
algorithm and 0.1 dB performance loss when compared to 5 bit
version of Min-Sum with un conditional correction
respectively.
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*Results are available at the start of 36 clock cycle
Table 1: Scheduling Table for Conditional Min Sum Correction
According to (10), Now we just have to set the output to a)Min 1 or b) –Min 1 or c)Min1_O or 3) –Min1_O
based on the condition flags and delayed sign bits.

When the index is equal to Min1_index, you have to set the output to a)Min 2 or b) –Min 2 or c)Min2_O or 3) Min2_O based on the condition flags and delayed sign bits.

